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IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT
The combina�on of regulatory diversity, the changing technology landscape and the
explosion of data exploita�on has created a situa�on whereby access management
has become less controlled than is desired, o�en falling below legal standards.
Organisa�ons have found that they only understand their data landscape on a
micro/siloed level, with no one person able to answer simple ques�ons about data
use, this is true even for reasonably new and small companies. There is a large
problem where the lineage and use of data is not known at a higher level and cannot
be linked to any obliga�on and access rights without specific knowledge. There is no
ability to reuse.
All of this inevitably leads to increase in internal controls and staff which are o�en
difficult to use and have the consequence of adding a barrier to entry for projects due
to their complexity, they are also expensive to control. The added obstacle is that
interpreta�on is not uniform, staff have varying levels of experience and can apply
‘rules’ with differently.

MODERN DATA LINEAGE
Solidatus is a specialised, powerful and modern data lineage tool.
The simple, intui�ve and flexible web-based applica�on allows
organisa�ons to rapidly discover, visualise and understand how
data flows through their systems.
Whether used to demonstrate regulatory lineage, improve
governance, assist with transforma�onal change or reduce
inefficiencies in data handling, Solidatus is uniquely engineered to
build end-to-end data models more efficiently and effec�vely.

Winner of ‘Best Data Lineage Solu�on’ at the Data Management Awards

SOLIDATUS IS EMPOWERING ENTERPRISE CLOUD ADOPTION
Monitoring, planning and debugging user en�tlement
lineage to detect movers, leavers and stale permissions
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Solidatus for the business
◼ Accelerated data discovery: Automa�on & Collabora�on
◼ Immediate ROI: Rapid deployment & adop�on
◼ Increase Understanding: Data-driven business insight
◼ Standardisa�on & Op�misa�on: Improve efficiency & reduce costs
◼ Simple & intui�ve: Business focused, available to all
◼ Improved agility: Quickly & easily adapt to internal & external influences
◼ Reduce risk: Historic, Current and Future state
◼ Socialisa�on of data

MODERN DATA LINEAGE

Solidatus
Solidatus is intuitively designed to help an organisation to rapidly build a complete front to
back data flow through collaborative knowledge sharing within one centrally managed
solution and map out the entire data landscape.
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